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My child has an amazing gift in art!  What do I do? There are several reasons why 
it is so important for you to develop your child's gifting in art.  Art is a catalyst for 
creativity and individual thinking.  Many times I have heard an engineer or 
architect say they wish they had had more art.   of the most important scientists in 
early American history were also artists.  Art gives us the great gift of seeing 
something from a different perspective.  A bridge can be seen from an engineering 
perspective and an aesthetic perspective.  So many times art is approached from a 
scattered instead of an holistic approach. 

Art in its purity should be taught using the elements and principles 
of art step by step, building on techniques and master artists.  Creativity and 
original thinking should be encouraged while developing this strong foundation.
Too often, Christians shy away from developing artistic talent seen in their 
childen.  So often these creative young people don't feel a part of their local 
church.  Their gifts are often not utilized for the kingdom.

Some Christians are afraid of fantasy.  However, 
out of the box thinking...considered “fantasy” at first, is what gave us the light 
bulb.  Art can be a catalyst for invention.   It can also be a reinforcement for the 
idea that failure is not always bad. Edison failed over 1000 times before 
succeeding with the light bulb.    The story is told how Audubon failed at the 
painting of his wife in watercolor, so he added pastels and discovered the perfect 
technique for his work. 

“Christians . . . ought not to be threatened by fantasy and imagination. Great  
painting is not "photographic": think of the Old Testament art commanded by 
God. There were blue pomegranates on the robes of the priest who went into the 
Holy of Holies. In nature there are no blue pomegranates. Christian artists do not 
need to be threatened by fantasy and imagination, for they have a basis for 
knowing the difference between them and the real world "out there." The Christian 
is the really free person--he is free to have imagination. This too is our heritage.  
The Christian is the one whose imagination should fly beyond the stars.” 
― Francis A. Schaeffer, Art & the Bible 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/601678.Francis_A_Schaeffer
http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/963387


Even Einstein understood the part imagination plays in invention.

“I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is  
more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles 
the world.” 

― Albert Einstein 

Our surroundings are important.  Things don't just magically appear on the walls.  
Artists create these things.  Every movie we watch has an art director.  What we 
purchase at the store has packaging created by an artist; an artist who is familiar 
with the elements and principles of art.  To have a child who is gifted in one or 
more of the arts is very special.  The importance of giving these children a good 
foundation in art is also important for their success in communication. We need to 
provide opportunities for enhancing their communication skills.  

A sample lesson on the first element of art would look like this:
One of the first elements of art is line.

Line defines shape. Line can show movement.
Powerful and complete compositions can be created just using line. You can even shade
just using lines. To begin your lion, lightly in pencil make
guidelines for the eyes and nose. Draw two eyes and fill them in with black ink. Leave a
little dot of white in the eye. Draw the nose and the mouth. Remember your lion will
look different from these lions. You can do the mane any way you want.

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/9810.Albert_Einstein


What other animals can you create just using line?
Gustave Dore was an artist who uses line in his pictures in a very interesting way. Notice
his picture “The Creation of Light.” Do you see the way he uses line to show light?
You can use line and create a similar composition. In art, lines coming out from the
center are radial lines. 

The next picture is the famous “A Starry Night” by Vincent Van
Gogh. He was a P ost Impressionist and painted with heavy brushstrokes.
Study his use of line carefully. You can duplicate this picture and learn a lot about movement in line in 
art.  You can use black or blue paper and oil or chalk pastels.  Remember to study the way Van Gogh 
does his lines
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 If you have a child that is talented in the visual arts, this talent can be developed in drawing, painting, 
movie-making, photography, architecture, engineering, graphic art etc. There are so many areas of art 
that are important.  Doing murals to encourage and uplift are ways to show the Bible visually.  It is my 
hope to develop a group of young artists that can use their art in ministry and the church. Providing a 
mentor for a child that is very gifted in art is a good idea. There are many Christian artists out there 
who would gladly take on the job of mentoring a talented young artist. Online classes are a wonderful 
way for students to experience techniques and media and to grow as an artist.   Prayer is important.  A 
powerful gift in the visual arts can influence and encourage many for Christ.  August 4-8 I am having 
an art camp in Ironton, MO to teach advanced art to students who are gifted in that area.  At this camp 
students not only receive art training, they also receive materials so they can teach younger children 
using the Visual Manna method.   I also teach other workshops across America. I 
intership   available. also 
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Juliet Dunteman, my daughter, has been the student of Sharon Jeffus for over three years. She has completed the Visual Manna Intern Program. Sharon 
Jeffus has mentored her and encouraged her to use her gifting of art and develop her talent to her fullest potential.  Juliet is now at the professional level 
where she can design and paint  murals, as well as other commissioned art work.   She has been trained in teaching a variety of students in the Visual Manna 
Method.  She has been fully versed in the elements and principles of art and has been given an excellent  foundation to be able to impart her skills to  mentor 
and teach art  students of all ages.  Jobs are opening up for her in the field of art because of this unique training.     
I recommend the Visual Manna Internship program to any artistically gifted students who want a solid 
foundation for building a positive and uplifting career in the visual arts.

Sincerely, 
Pamela Dunteman,  Grandview, M
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Creating a work of art is a very special gift.  Art communicates ideas. To be able 
to create original ideas is a very special gift.  General techniques can be learned, 
but a true gifting is an unusual thi
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	“I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world.” 

